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Accace announces its 5th Anniversary

(Bratislava, 01.09.2011) Accace, a leading service provider in accounting, payroll and consulting services
th
in the Central and Eastern European (CEE) region, has proudly announced its 5 year in the business
market.
Accace was established in 2006 with the ambitious vision to provide top accounting and tax advisory services to
mid and large international companies.
During the past 5 years of brief but ambitious and fast rising history, Accace’s number of professionals reached
from 36 to more than 250 and is constantly growing and conquering further peaks. Accace´s CEO and founder,
Jiří Majer, reflected on the past five years: „We were able to grow in challenging economical environment in five
years from small office in Bratislava to more than 250 people located in 7 offices in 6 countries. This was possible
thanks to commitment and dedication of all my colleagues in Accace and thanks to trust of our clients. I would like
to thank all of you, who have supported us in the past five years. In next five years we promise to continue in our
commitment to excel and thereby provide the best to our clients.”
J. Majer sees excellent consultancy services and high level professionals with experience both at local and
international level as the biggest advantage of Accace. „If all of us do our work the best we can by enjoying what
we do, we will make our clients happy and Accace will soon reach its goal to become the No. 1 provider of
accounting & payroll outsourcing and tax consultancy in the CEE region,“ comments Mr. Majer enthusiastically on
the future.
Accace is currently operating in ten countries in the CEE region, including the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland,
Romania, the Slovak Republic and Ukraine. Through stable partnership Accace is able to meet requirements of
major clients in Bulgaria, Croatia, Serbia and Slovenia as well. The newest office has been opened in September
2010 in Brno, the Czech Republic.
One of the most significant milestones in company´s history is the recent acquisition of Hungarian company
Interbook Kft. in July 2011, which strengthened Accace´s position as a market leader within the CEE region. The
international expansion strategies are leading to participation in international business networks, such as the
Economist corporate network, in which Accace has a membership since June 2011, as well as the professional
association KS International.

